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Abstract. Fluid simulations of the boundary of fusion plasmas predict the formation

of an electric potential well in the vicinity of the X-point in detached divertor conditions

with Bt in the unfavorable direction for H-mode access. This potential well arises

when the parallel current in the divertor is dominated by Pfirsch-Schlüter currents

and is closely related to previously reported potential hill formation in favorable Bt

direction. A simple analytic model describes its dependence on plasma shape and

divertor conditions. The poloidal particle transport in the divertor is dominated by

the parallel flow, while cross-field particle transport in the vicinity of the separatrix is

argued to be E × B-dominated, even in the presence of turbulence. With a potential

well, the E × B-flow differs qualitatively from the classic drift pattern with the near-

SOL poloidal E ×B-flux enhanced and reversed while radially widening/compressing

the outer/inner divertor leg, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Electric fields are one of the main drives for

transport in the tokamak edge as flows due

to the equilibrium E × B-drift can be of

similar magnitude to parallel and turbulent

cross-field flows and thereby impact power

and particle sharing between the divertor legs

[1, 2, 3, 4] and divertor impurity retention

[5]. E × B flow shear can suppress edge

turbulence, e.g. possibly contributing to the

L-H transition [6]. A correct description of

the electric potential φ is, hence, of crucial

importance in understanding transport in the

plasma edge of fusion devices. Previous works

on drifts often focused on in-out asymmetries

of ion flux and heat loads on the divertor

targets for various tokamaks: EAST [7, 8], C-

Mod [9], DIII-D [2, 10], ASDEX Upgrade [11],

TCV [12] with less attention to the underlying

electric potential. Recent studies in forward

magnetic field direction for detached divertor

conditions show strong poloidal electric fields

[3, 13] and the formation of a ”potential hill”

below the X-point [14], whereas experiments

with reversed magnetic field show a significant

reduction of the X-point potential [15]. For

the first time, we predict a reversal of the

poloidal electric field in deeply detached,

reversed field conditions on the basis of 2D

fluid simulations. These results are reproduced

and interpreted using a simple analytic model

revealing dependencies on divertor geometry

and conditions. It is demonstrated that the

divertor E×B flow can now differ substantially

from the classical drift pattern and contribute

significantly to particle transport.

The parallel electric field on the open field

lines of the scrape-off layer (SOL) is generally

determined by the target sheath boundary

condition, charge conservation and the parallel

electron momentum balance (Zeff = 1)[16]

E|| = η||j|| −
∇||(neTe)
ene

− 0.71
∇||Te
e

. (1)

As stated in [3], for well-attached plasma

conditions (Te � 2 eV), the first term

in equation 1 can often be neglected as

the Spitzer resistivity η|| scales with T−3/2
e .

As pressure gradients are typically weak in

attached conditions, integration of equation

1 yields that the electric potential φ in the

SOL is proportional to Te, leading to the

classical estimate for the E × B-drift pattern

reviewed in [1, 4]. However, for a sufficiently

low temperature, the parallel electric field is

determined by a simple Ohm’s law E|| = η||j||,

with j|| determined by the charge balance

∇ · j = 0 and the boundary conditions

at the target plates [17, 3]. Generally, j

includes contributions from the diamagnetic

drift, viscosity, inertia, ion-neutral friction,

polarization current and the above stated

parallel current. The non-divergent-free part

of the diamagnetic current is denoted as

j̃dia as done in [18] and relates to the

∇B-drift. For a lower single null (LSN)

configuration, j̃dia is directed towards the PFR

when Bt is directed clockwise, viewed from

above (forward field direction, Figure 1a), and

reverses with Bt (Figure 1b). In the absence

of compensating cross-field fluxes, such as a

turbulent polarization current or ion-neutral

current, local charge balance in the PFR is

established through parallel currents (cf. [1,

19]). For a low temperature divertor, these

parallel currents can, as will be shown, only

be driven by an electric field directed from the

target plates towards the X-point (cf. Figure

1b). Equivalently, the electric potential at the

X-point must remain well below that at the

target, φXP < φt, which is referred to as a

potential well in the following.
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Figure 1. Schematic current and electric field pattern

in a) forward (Bt > 0) and b) reversed magnetic field

(Bt < 0) projected to the poloidal plane. PFR parallel

current establishes to compensate diamagnetic current

contribution.

2. Electric potential well formation

2.1. SOLPS-ITER simulations

In this letter, the electric potential well is stud-

ied using 2D scrape-off layer simulations em-

ploying the SOLPS-ITER code [20, 21], pro-

viding the first reported full drift simulations

that include both kinetic neutrals and carbon

impurities for the TCV tokamak. Including

drift effects in TCV simulations was achieved

after recent numerical stability and speed en-

hancements [22]. The code solves the drift-

reduced Braginskii equations, neglecting the

time-dependent polarization current (which

precludes fluid instability growth) and mim-

icking the turbulent particle and heat trans-

port with effective diffusive terms. Turbulence

simulations, however, indicate a weak time-

averaged contribution of the polarization cur-

rent to the charge balance if the SOL is suffi-

ciently broad, as 〈∇ · jpol〉/〈∇ · jdia〉 ∼ ρs/λp,

where ρs is the ion Larmor radius and λp the

equilibrium pressure fall-off length in the SOL

[23, 24]. Typical simulation parameters for

TCV are summarized in [25] that yield reason-

able agreement with several diagnostics [26].

The electric potential in forward field simula-

tions follows the classical picture, i.e. E|| =

−∇||φ directed towards the target and Er away

from the separatrix (Figure 2a-c). However, in

the reverse field configuration, a well-resolved

region below the X-point of negative electric

potential φ with respect to the target plates

emerges at high densities (Figure 2d-f). Here,

E|| points towards the target for the common

flux region, as expected for regions with low

Spitzer resistivity (equation 1) whereas in the

PFR, E|| is directed towards the X-point. The

potential well implies strongly enhanced Er
near the separatrix.
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Figure 2. Electric potential φ in the divertor in

forward (a-c) and reversed field (d-f). For the high

density cases the radial φ profile for different poloidal

locations is shown (c,f). The potential well emerges

at high upstream densities in reversed Bt cases. Ru

denotes the major radius at the outer midplane.

2.2. Analytic model

The simulations identify the parallel and

diamagnetic currents as the main contributors

to the charge balance and, therefore, the

deduced electric potential φ (Figure 3).

Other currents are calculated to have smaller

contributions to the total divergence (see Table

1). For a detailed description of the various
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Figure 3. Simulated parallel and diamagnetic current

at nuff = 2.4 · 1019 m−3, nurf = 2.2 · 1019 m−3.

charge balance Forward Bt Rev. Bt

contribution [A]∫
V ∇ · j||dV 102.1 -118.6∫
V ∇ · j̃diadV -92.5 108.1∫
V ∇ · jinertdV -11.0 8.4∫
V ∇ · jion−neutr.dV 1.3 0.7∫
V ∇ · jvis−||dV 0.2 0.9∫
V ∇ · janm.dV < 0.1 < 0.1∫
V ∇ · jvis−⊥dV < 0.1 < 0.1

Table 1. Contributions in the SOLPS-ITER

simulation to the divergence of electric current in the

outer divertor for nuff = 2.4 · 1019 m−3, nurf = 2.2 ·
1019 m−3. The charge balance is dominated by parallel

and diamagnetic currents ∇ · j|| ≈ −∇ · jdia.

currents see [18], section 2.1.2. Leveraging

this result, a simple analytic model is proposed

that accounts only for parallel and diamagnetic

currents in order to determine the average

electric field in the PFR of a straight divertor

leg, tilted horizontally at an angle α, of a LSN

configuration, neglecting the variation of the

flux expansion within the leg. A coordinate s

is introduced, aligned with the magnetic field

line and pointing from the inner to the outer

target (es = e|| · sign(Bθ)), i.e. independently

of the poloidal magnetic field direction, to

facilitate comparison with simulations using

the same sign convention. The parallel current

is obtained from equation 1 and the non-

divergence-free component of the diamagnetic

current is evaluated analytically

j|| =
sign(Bθ)

η||

(
∂sp

ene
+ 0.71

∂sTe
e

+ Es

)
es, (2)

j̃diar = −Btp
(
∂θ

1

B2

)
er = − 2p

B0
tR0

cosαer, (3)

where the assumption of a straight divertor

leg ∂θ = cosα∂R is used. er denotes the

cross-field direction in the poloidal plane so the

diamagnetic term points into the PFR, −er,

forBt > 0 (forward field) and away for reversed

field. We consider the charge balance equation

∇ · j = 0 within a closed volume extending

from the target to the X-point (width LXP ,

height λj) in the PFR enclosing the region

where j|| does not change sign (cf. Figure 3c).

Integration yields

∓j||,tθ λj + j̃diar LXP = ∓j||,XPθ λj, (4)

where j
||
θ = j|| · eθ = j||Bθ/B and

the upper/lower signs correspond to the

inner/outer divertor legs, respectively. The

term j||,XP represents charge sharing between

the divertor legs, e.g. by thermo-electric

currents which may arise due to asymmetries

in the temperature or density between the two

targets [27]. Here, the poloidal component

of the diamagnetic current is neglected as

j
||
θ � j̃diaθ . Substituting equations 2 and 3 in

equation 4 and solving for Es yields

Es = η||(j
PS + j||,XP )− ∂spe

ene
− 0.71

∂sTe
e
, (5)

jPS = ∓ 2p

B0
tR0

LXP
λj

∣∣∣∣Bθ

B

∣∣∣∣ cosα, (6)

where we identified jPS as the Pfirsch-Schlüter

current, i.e. the part of the parallel current

which closes the diamagnetic current.

A few key aspects of this simple model

should be noted: First, the Pfirsch-Schlüter
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contribution to equation 5 becomes important

when the parallel resistivity, ηSpitzer|| ∝ T−3/2
e ,

is high, e.g. for detached divertor conditions

at low T te , while the classic E|| is recovered at

high T te . Second, it allows for φ well formation

in reversed field (B0
t < 0) whereas the

classical electric field is amplified in forward

field, corresponding to potential hill formation.

Third, the term η||j
||,XP inhibits the formation

of a Pfirsch-Schlüter-type potential structure

as it contributes with equal sign to both

divertor legs. Hence, a necessary condition for

potential well/hill formation is |jPS| > |j||,XP |.
In the following, we consider the case of

negligible current sharing between the divertor

legs, i.e. j||,XP = 0 which holds for the TCV

simulations (cf. Figure 3a,d). We can obtain a

scaling of the potential depth, δφ ≡ φt − φXP ,

with divertor conditions and machine size by

further approximating the pressure gradient
∂sp
ene

∼ ± pXPe
enXPe LXP

∣∣∣Bθ
B

∣∣∣ ≈ ± TXPe

eLXP

∣∣∣Bθ
B

∣∣∣ and

analogously for the temperature and potential

gradients. We obtain

eδφ

TXPe

≈
2enXPe ηt||
B0
t

L2
XP

R0λj

∣∣∣∣ BBθ

∣∣∣∣2 cosα + 1.71, (7)

= m× nXPe [1019m−3]

(T te [eV ]3/2)
+ 1.71 (8)

with m ≈ 1.6 · 10−4 Ωm ln Λ
B0
t [T ]

L2
XP

R0λj

∣∣∣ B
Bθ

∣∣∣2
t

cosα.

Comparison of analytic model equations

5 and 8 to the 2D simulation is performed by

calculating the average electric field between

target and X-point. The diamagnetic contri-

butions to equation 5 acting over the leg are

evaluated from the X-point parameters (su-

perscript XP ) with the parallel contributions

evaluated at the target (superscript t). For the

simulated TCV discharge (B0
t = 1.44 T, R0 =

0.88 m, taking Coulomb logarithm ln Λ ≈ 10),

Table 2 summarizes the parameters. While the

model (equation 5, 8) overestimates absolute
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Figure 4. Comparison between model prediction and

SOLPS-ITER simulations. φ profile along the flux

tube adjacent to the separatrix in the PFR a) forward

field b) reversed field and c) potential well depth δφ as

function of normalized density n̂XP
e = nXP

e /1019 m−3

and temperature T̂e = T t
e/1 eV .

values by factors of up to 2-3 due to the simpli-

fied geometry (flux expansion is assumed con-

stant along the leg), it correctly captures the

sign of the electric field for both Bt directions

(Figure 4a,b) and describes the potential drop

δφ scaling with divertor conditions (Figure 4c).

inner leg outer leg

poloidal leg length LXP 21 cm 37 cm

divertor leg angle α 14.0◦ 74.6◦

λj ≈ 1 cm×f texp 1.0 cm 2.3 cm

|B/Bθ| 9.7 15.7

resulting m/sign(Bt) 0.52 0.50

Table 2. Geometric parameters in the simulated

geometry and resulting slope m for the potential well

depth scaling.
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3. Implications for divertor particle

transport

3.1. Poloidal particle transport

We now investigate the effect of the potential

well on divertor particle transport for the main

plasma species D+ by first considering the

transport in the poloidal direction. High-

density cases with fixed transport coefficients

in forward and reversed field (nu ≈ 3.8 ·
1019 m−3, T t,peake = 0.5...2 eV) are

compared. The poloidal particle flux may

be written as Γθ = Γ
||
θ + ΓE×Bθ + Γ̃diaθ +

ΓAnθ , with Γ
||
θ = Bθ

B
nD+v

||
D+ where v

||
D+ is

the parallel velocity of D+ ions obtained

from the momentum balance, i.e. containing

components of transport not directly related to

drift effects. Again, only the non-divergence-

free part of the diamagnetic flux is considered

as the divergence-free part is largely related

to the superposition of gyro-motions that

does not lead to guiding-center displacements

and hence does not contribute to particle

transport perpendicular to the magnetic field

[1]. The poloidal anomalous particle flux

ΓAnθ = −DAn
⊥ ∂θnD+ is small w.r.t. the parallel

and E × B fluxes and not considered in the

following . The simulation indicates that the

parallel component dominates poloidal particle

transport in the divertor region in forward

field (Figure 5 a), whereas E × B adds a

minor contribution that follows the classical

drift pattern (Figure 5 b). The same holds

for low density cases in reversed field where

ΓE×Bθ and Γdiaθ are, as expected, reversed

(not shown). For the high density reversed

field configuration, strong Er close to the

separatrix, related to the potential well, leads

to locally E × B-dominated transport in this,

approximately 1 cm wide, layer (Figure 5 e).

Here, the flow direction opposes the classical

drift direction and becomes comparable to the

parallel flux.

poloidal particle transport
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Figure 5. Relative contribution of parallel, E × B

and diamagnetic fluxes to poloidal particle transport.

Red/blue indicate transport towards the outer/inner

targets, respectively. Although the parallel component

typically dominates, E×B contributes significantly in

presence of a potential well.

radial particle transport
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Figure 6. Relative contribution of anomalous,

E × B and diamagnetic fluxes to radial particle

transport. Red/blue indicate transport radially

outwards/inwards, respectively. Cross-field transport

in the divertor is E × B-dominated for both Bt

directions.
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3.2. Radial particle transport

The radial particle flux is decomposed as Γr =

ΓAnr + ΓE×Br + Γ̃diar , where ΓAnr = −DAn
⊥ ∂rnD+

is the anomalous cross-field particle flux,

assumed diffusive, as a simple ansatz to

describe cross-field turbulent fluxes. The

diffusivity DAn
⊥ = 0.2 m2/s is assumed

constant as a physics basis for its spatial

dependence is still lacking. This choice,

however, leads to an upstream scrape-off

layer width similar to typical TCV L-mode

discharges λn ∼ 1 cm. Turbulence

simulations often indicate that cross-field flows

are strongest upstream on the low field side

[28], so this anomalous diffusivity probably

overestimates the anomalous transport in the

divertor. Despite this, the simulated radial

transport in the divertor volume is found to

be dominated by E × B-flow, as reported

previously [4]. This leads to a radially

shifted density profile at the outer target of

∼ 1 cm, mapped upstream, between forward

and reversed Bt direction. In forward field,

the radial E × B flux follows the classic drift

direction, that, again, reverses for low density

reversed field cases (not shown). In high-

density reversed field cases, however, a radial

compression of the inner (and widening of the

outer) leg is found due to the opposite sign

of E|| in the private and common flux regions

(Figure 6e). The commonly accepted notion

that drift directions simply reverse with Bt

does not necessarily hold, here, for detached

divertor conditions.

4. Conclusions

In reversed field the formation of an electric

potential well is observed in SOLPS-ITER sin-

gle null TCV simulations for low temperature

divertor conditions. This well is a consequence

of divertor Pfirsch-Schlüter currents, i.e. when

parallel and diamagnetic currents provide the

main contributions to the charge balance. A

proposed analytic model describes the depen-

dencies on field direction and the emergence

of the potential well during a density ramp

and predicts a scaling of the well depth with

divertor geometry, density and temperature.

The presence of a potential well causes a sub-

stantially altered particle flux when compared

to the classic drift pattern. The simulated

poloidal component is found to be typically

dominated by the parallel flux, while a poten-

tial well can cause significant E × B-related

transport in the near-SOL region. In the ra-

dial direction, the simulations indicate E ×B-

dominated particle transport for TCV even in

presence of turbulent transport, resulting in a

radial shift of the target density profile with

respect to the separatrix. A potential well also

leads to radial compression/widening of the in-

ner/outer divertor legs, respectively. The sig-

nificant changes in divertor flows in presence

of the predicted potential well may strongly

influence divertor performance for plasma op-

eration in reversed Bt, e.g. for operation in I-

mode or reverse triangularity plasmas. The re-

sults presented herein are, however, not limited

to single null configurations as in double null

configurations one of the two X-points has the

required ∇B-direction, regardless of the field

direction Bt, to exhibit a potential well [29].
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